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Abstract: Recovering valuable compounds from waste streams of bio-based production processes
is in line with the circular economy paradigm, and is achievable by implementing “simple-to-use”
and well-established process separation technologies. Such solutions are acceptable from industrial,
economic and environmental points of view, implying relatively easy future implementation on
pilot- and full-scale levels in the bio-based industry. Reviewing such technologies is therefore the
focus here. Considerations about technology readiness level (TRL) and Net Present Value (NPV) are
included in the review, since TRL and NPV contribute significantly to the techno-economic evaluation
of future and promising process solutions. Based on the present review, a qualitative guideline
for resource recovery from bio-based production processes is proposed. Finally, future approaches
and perspectives toward identification and implementation of suitable resource recovery units for
bio-based production processes are discussed.
Keywords: resource recovery; bio-based production; separation processes; economics

1. Introduction
The efficient identification, design and development of appropriate processes are important
priorities for the industry to remain competitive in a global and rapidly evolving market place [1–3].
Potential reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and decreased dependence on fossil resources
are fueling interest in the development of bio-based products and consequently their production
processes [4]. We define bio-based production processes as “processes that convert a set of bio-based
renewable raw materials through chemical reactions and/or microbial fermentation into products” and
have also elaborated on its necessity elsewhere [5,6]. As depicted in Figure 1, a large array of products
can be obtained through bio-based production processes. These products range from commodity
chemicals to specialty products [7].
However, a considerable amount of waste is also generated from bio-based production processes.
Therefore, the search for productivity improvements in bioreactors is a major driver in the modern
biotech-based industry [8]. Furthermore, striving towards realization of a zero waste policy in
downstream processing plants is attractive [9], and the circular economy concept has therefore gained
increased popularity in recent years, with the main goal to capture remaining valuable compounds
from waste streams as well as process streams that no longer contain the main product of interest
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Figure 1. An overview of feedstock, typical products and waste generated from bio‐based production
Figure 1. An overview of feedstock, typical products and waste generated from bio-based production
processes. Waste reduction has priority over reuse/resource recovery, and disposal is the least
processes. Waste reduction has priority over reuse/resource recovery, and disposal is the least
preferable option.
preferable option.

It must be noted that when many of the existing bio‐based processes were implemented, energy
It must be noted that when many of the existing bio-based processes were implemented, energy
costs were low, water scarcity was less of a concern, climate change was not a consideration and there
costs were low, water scarcity was less of a concern, climate change was not a consideration and
was no demand for reuse of potentially valuable compounds found in wastewater. Therefore, the
there was no demand for reuse of potentially valuable compounds found in wastewater. Therefore,
goal, traditionally, has been to prevent environmental harm and protect public health. To this end,
the goal, traditionally, has been to prevent environmental harm and protect public health. To this
wastewater is transported to wastewater treatment facilities where potentially harmful and polluting
end, wastewater is transported to wastewater treatment facilities where potentially harmful and
agents are being removed. The remaining effluent and residual materials are discharged into local
polluting agents are being removed. The remaining effluent and residual materials are discharged into
water bodies. However, nowadays it is of utmost importance to recover economically lucrative
local water bodies. However, nowadays it is of utmost importance to recover economically lucrative
resources from wastewater streams to obtain (1) clean water and (2) value‐added resources from
resources from wastewater streams to obtain (1) clean water and (2) value-added resources from
wastewater to face resource scarcity, since there is indeed much value to be recovered. This need is
wastewater to face resource scarcity, since there is indeed much value to be recovered. This need
further strengthened by introduction of tighter environmental regulations which require certain
is further strengthened by introduction of tighter environmental regulations which require certain
harmful agents to be reduced to acceptable levels. While wastewater does contain salts and pathogens
harmful agents to be reduced to acceptable levels. While wastewater does contain salts and pathogens
that must be removed, it consists of 99.9 percent water, and furthermore contains valuable organics
that must be removed, it consists of 99.9 percent water, and furthermore contains valuable organics
recoverable as energy, for example via anaerobic digestion processes, and nutrients, such as nitrogen
recoverable as energy, for example via anaerobic digestion processes, and nutrients, such as nitrogen
and phosphorus recoverable as fertilizer. The main challenge for resource recovery is to develop cost‐
and phosphorus recoverable as fertilizer. The main challenge for resource recovery is to develop
effective means for recovery and purification of these valuable commodities as well as to achieve a
cost-effective means for recovery and purification of these valuable commodities as well as to achieve a
sufficiently high technology readiness for candidate techniques associated with recovering the
sufficiently high technology readiness for candidate techniques associated with recovering the valuable
valuable compounds from a waste stream. From an industrial perspective, a successful application
compounds from a waste stream. From an industrial perspective, a successful application of resource
of resource recovery from waste streams improves the economic performance of a process at little to
recovery from waste streams improves the economic performance of a process at little to no added
no added operating costs. There are various types of wastewater, largely originating from
operating costs. There are various types of wastewater, largely originating from fermentation processes
fermentation processes and downstream operations, with different availability of resources.
and downstream operations, with different availability of resources. Furthermore, depending on
Furthermore, depending on the availability and condition of the wastewater, various separation and
the availability and condition of the wastewater, various separation and recovery approaches are
recovery approaches are employed to recover a set of target resources.
employed to recover a set of target resources.
The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2 the lucrative economics
behind recovering resources available in bio‐based production processes are highlighted, while in
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The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2 the lucrative economics
behind recovering resources available in bio-based production processes are highlighted, while in
Section 3 key platform technologies are identified that can be applied to recover these resources.
To this end, this work will focus on identifying promising separation technologies with the purpose of
achieving resource recovery from bio-based production processes, as many economically lucrative raw
materials are already present in these waste streams and can be recovered without the need for other
conversion processes. In situations where raw materials need to be converted into a more economically
lucrative form, other processes such as bio-conversion [11,12] or hydrothermal processing [13–15]
can be applied. After establishing the economics of resource recovery and identifying the platform
technologies, the techno-economic considerations that need to be considered when developing a
resource recovery platform technology from a concept to an implementation are discussed in Section 4.
In Section 5, the role of process systems engineering in facilitating this transition from concept
to implementation is discussed. In the subsequent section the strengths, weaknesses as well as
opportunities and threats concerning the implementation of resource recovery projects are highlighted
and discussed. Finally, future perspectives to direct efforts towards implementation of resource
recovery units are given followed by conclusions.
2. Role of Economics in Resource Recovery
The initial decision to explore the possibility of transforming a wastewater treatment process of
an industrial bio-based production site into a resource recovery unit will be based on an economic
incentive. This incentive might be due to market demand for a valuable resource found in the waste
stream or due to economic incentives of recovery and recycling resources. Reuse of process water is a
good example, and can be attractive due to tough environmental regulations in place or due to water
scarcity. Either way, identifying the demand and the subsequent economic incentive of recovering
valuable resources from bio-based waste streams will be a vital initial step. Table 1 indicates a variety
of valuable resources, not all, to be potentially recovered from industrial bio-based waste streams, and
that could subsequently be sold again as raw materials assuming that they can be isolated from the
waste streams in a sufficiently high purity.
Table 1. Potentially valuable products present in wastewater streams and waste from fermentation
processes, with their present status and potential future application, with estimated product prices,
market size and market value (The values are based on a white paper published by Deloitte [16]).
Source

Wastewater
from
fermentation

Wastewater

Compound

Present
Status

Future Application

Price
[USD/t]

Market Size
(Million Tons)

Market Value
(Billions USD)

Organic
acids

Waste

Raw material for
bioplastic

1200

2.9

3.5

Phosphates

Waste

Struvite
Superphosphate
Di-ammonium-phosphate

500–800
500–800
500–800

-

-

Waste

Raw material for
bioethanol

260–953

-

-

Waste

Raw material for
biodiesel

600–1400

-

-

Carbohydrates
Lipids
Proteins

Waste

Food additive

700

-

-

Anti-biotics

Waste

Medical Purposes

4000

0.2

0.8

Vitamins

Waste

Medical Purposes

3500

0.2

0.7

Industrial
Enzymes

Waste

Multi-purpose

3000

0.1

0.3

Hesperidin

Waste

Medical purposes

-

-

Cadmium

Waste

Coating, batteries

-

-

11,000–250,000
1200

Table 1 indeed shows a large variety of resources that can be potentially available in a waste
stream of a bio-based production process. These resources also have varying market demand as well
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as financial value. In general, the size of the market for many resources found in bio-based production
waste streams is large, such as the organic acid market worth in excess of 3 billion USD. As such,
from a scalability point of view, if resource recovery from bio-based production processes becomes an
industry standard in the future there is also a need for sufficient market size to absorb the products of
these resource recovery units. A closer examination of these resources and their commercial values
also shows us that in comparison to other industries and their waste streams, the relative commercial
value of resources in bio-based waste streams such as vitamins, organic acids, antibiotics and industrial
acids is potentially much higher. Thus, from a purely economic point of view the concept of resource
recovery for bio-based production waste streams would be a more attractive idea. If there are available
technologies to recover these resources at reasonable costs, resource recovery units have a good
opportunity to be commercialized in the area of bio-based production processes. In the dairy industry
this is already the case for the whey protein where membrane separation is performed as an initial
step to produce highly valuable whey protein powder [17].
In capturing the total benefits of resource recovery in bio-based wastewater streams it is also
important to look at the water as a potential resource. Water makes up the majority of many waste
streams and in many industrial wastewater treatment facilities will be treated adequately to be
discharged into nature. However, if a resource recovery unit instead upgrades part of this wastewater
to potable water quality, this can create a significant revenue stream. More specifically, in regions
where the value of potable water is high, e.g., due to water scarcity, it can potentially lead to reduced
water consumption, and as additional benefit also reduced investment in “end of pipe” wastewater
treatment due to reduced flow rates of water to be discharged. As such, identifying the revenue that
production of potable quality water can bring to a resource recovery project should also be considered
when designing these resource recovery units.
3. Resource Recovery Technologies
3.1. Membrane-Based Processes
Membrane-based processes are receiving significant attention in the modern biotech industry.
Their high suitability for the recovery of solvents, energy and materials from waste streams leads to
economic benefits and additionally reduced environmental impacts. Such an approach is becoming a
major driver in modern downstream processing plants [18]. Separation processes based on membrane
technology can be divided in five different groups according to the pore size. Table 2 illustrates
different types of membranes and additionally implies on the selection of molecules that could be
separated by applying specific membrane types [19,20].
Table 2. Types of membranes applicable for resource recovery in the biotechnological industry
(Adapted from [21] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry).
Pore Type
(Size Range/nm)

Membrane Type
(Pore Size/nm)

Species to Be Retained by
the Membrane

Dimensions/nm

Microfiltration (50–500)

Yeast & fungi
Bacteria
Oil emulsions

1000–10,000
300–10,000
100–10,000

Ultrafiltration (2–50)

Colloidal solids
Viruses
Proteins/polysaccharides
Humins/nucleic acids

10–1000
30–300
3–10
<3

Nanofiltration (<2)
Reverse osmosis (0.3–0.6)
Forward osmosis (0.3–0.6)

Common antibiotics
Organic antibiotics
Inorganic ions
Water

0.3–0.8
0.3–0.8
0.2–0.4
0.2

Macropores (>50)

Mesopores (2–50)

Micropores (0.2–2)
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Applications of membrane-based operations are already widely spread in the bio-based
production processes with focus on purifying a desired group of products. Modifying such an
approach into the recovery of potentially valuable products from waste streams, and then to bring
these products to the global market is slowly becoming a driving force in the modern manufacturing
of food, alcoholic drinks, sodas, dairy products, enzymes, microorganisms, proteins, sugars, and so on.
Recovery of water from the wastewater streams is the most suitable illustration of the resource
recovery concept. Applications of desalination processes are already well-known for producing bottled
water for example [22], as well as for producing process water for breweries [23]. A steady water
quality can be achieved, implying lower fluctuations of the quality of the products resulting from
the fermentation processes. The dairy industry is an additional example where a resource recovery
strategy can achieve plenty of benefits by using membrane-based separation processes. Removal of
whey in producing cheese is a very well-known case where a valuable by-product could be successfully
separated and concentrated afterwards by using membranes. Such a by-product is a great source
for whey proteins for example [24,25]. Production of beverages on the other hand includes plenty of
membrane-based processes for clarification of beers, wine and juices in order to remove suspended
solids, yeast and thermally resistant biological species. Furthermore, up-concentration of juices can
also be done by applying membranes [26].
The biochemical industry has additionally a significant demand for the application of membrane
based processes [27]. Applications of microfiltration in enzymatic processes are receiving more
attention. More precisely, membranes can reject enzymes allowing only reaction products to pass
through [28]. In such cases, productivities of bioreactors are significantly improved, yielding a better
exploitation of available resources. Membrane based technology has therefore a strong potential to
maximize efficiency of the resource recovery concept in bio-based production processes. Such unit
operations could easily replace some of the commonly used operations such as distillation and
thus avoid decomposition of temperature sensitive desired side products to be recovered. A good
example is the avoidance of evaporation and distillation in order to preserve stability of complex
sugars and flavor components in the production of beverages [29]. New and hybrid combinations
are additionally becoming interesting, such as a combo of micro-scale technologies and membrane
processes for separating immiscible liquids with similar boiling points and densities [30]. In such a
case, centrifugation could be avoided and a maximized exploitation of the transport phenomena could
be achieved enabling increased efficiency of the new hybrid operations.
3.2. Precipitation
Minerals precipitation heavily interacts with other physico-chemical reactions [31] and influences
water composition dynamically by sequestering solubles [32]. In addition, minerals precipitation
causes inorganic scale formation which is a well-known maintenance problem [33] and can negatively
impact biological processes occurring in water treatment streams, such as in anaerobic sludge blanket
reactors treating pulp and paper wastewater [34,35]. On the other hand, precipitation can also have
positive impacts in wastewater treatment, for example sulfate and sulfide precipitation which limits
the occurrence of the toxic dissolved sulfide in anaerobic digesters [36,37], or with nutrient recovery as
mineral fertilizers [38].
The latter has received substantial interest during the past years since it is a good alternative for:
(1) traditional phosphorus removal techniques; and (2) potential recovery of P from aqueous waste
streams. One of the most widely studied phosphorus recovery technologies is struvite crystallization.
Crystallization of struvite (MgNH4 PO4 ·6H2 O) is a simple method for simultaneous precipitation of
ammonium and orthophosphate from water streams. The other alternative is calcium phosphate (CaPs),
for example in the form of dicalcium phosphate dihydrate (CaHPO4 ·2H2 O) and octacalcium phosphate
(Ca8 H2 (PO4 )6 ·5H2 O) or amorphous calcium phosphate (Ca3 (PO4 )2 ·nH2 O). These compounds are
precursors of the most stable compound, hydroxylapatite (Ca5 (PO4 )3 OH). In water streams with
enough P, the formation of these compounds can occur upon the addition of (slightly) soluble salts
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of Ca and Mg. In both cases, reagent solubility, pH, retention time, temperature, crystal size and
impurities might play an important role [39,40]. The economic feasibility of these compounds is
strongly dependent of the Ca and Mg input cost. Therefore, there is substantial ongoing research
dealing with efficient ways of cation usage covering electro-chemical systems [41], improved reactor
design and modelling strategies [42,43].
3.3. Extraction
Extraction is one way to separate a desired substance when it is mixed with and/or dissolved into
others. The mixture is brought into contact with a solvent in which the substance of interest is soluble,
but the other substances present are insoluble. Therefore, extraction is often a term used when two
immiscible phases are used to separate a solute into one phase. Many of the resources that are found
in the waste streams of bio-based production processes are often found in aqueous form. That is, they
are mixed or dissolved in water. The extraction processes that can be applied to separate resources
from waste streams can be classified into: ion exchange, solvent extraction and adsorption techniques.
3.3.1. Ion Exchange
Ion exchange is a technique that mainly involves a chemical reaction that takes place between
an electrolyte in the solution and an insoluble electrolyte that is in contact with this solution. This
technique is mainly used as an alternative to physical separation techniques such as precipitation.
There is a wide range of reported applications for recovering metal compounds from various solutions,
including the removal of mercury, cadmium, calcium, copper, nickel and zinc among others [44].
However, ion exchange usually requires a high capital cost for equipment as well as high operational
cost due to the use of chemicals for resin regeneration. Thus, it is not a very popular method
for remediation of metal compounds in very low quantities from wastewaters [45]. Therefore,
identification and development of resins towards reduction of operating costs of these processes
is necessary to make ion exchange an attractive unit operation to be used in the frame of resource
recovery projects. For example, there have been some recent developments on nitrogen recovery from
wastewater stream using a new method of ion-exchange resin ammonium recovery combined with
membrane [46].
3.3.2. Adsorption
Adsorption is a separation process where material (adsorbate) is concentrated from a bulk vapor
or liquid phase on to the surface of a porous solid (adsorbent). Usually the amount adsorbed is
only a fraction of a monolayer. Thus, to adsorb a substantial amount of material, the adsorbent
must have a large specific surface area. There are several advantages associated with this separation
technique such as usually low cost of adsorbent, easy availability and industrial implementation, low
operating cost and easy operation [21,47]. These advantages make it a popular separation technique.
The activated carbon is an adsorbent which is widely used for separation of metals and inorganic
compounds (copper, zinc, chromium, cyanides, mercury, etc.) from wastewater streams [48–50],
but also for isolation of organic compounds [51]. This wide interest in application of activated carbon
is mainly due to its large specific surface area, high adsorption capacity and special surface chemical
properties [52]. Apart from activated carbon as absorbent, there are other adsorbents such as synthetic
and/or naturally occurring metal oxides (e.g., iron oxides/hydroxides/oxyhydroxides [53], aluminum
oxides/hydroxides [54]) and biosorbents (e.g., micro-organism based biosorbents [55], agricultural
based biosorbents [56], and agro-industrial waste materials [57]). Specifically, for resource recovery,
there is a need to develop low-cost adsorbents specifically aimed at recovering resources available in
waste streams in low quantities.
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3.3.3. Solvent Extraction
Solvent extraction is a well-established and powerful technique to recover and separate both
metal ions and organic compounds from aqueous solutions [58]. The governing principle in this
technique is that when a solution containing a solute of interest is in contact with a solvent, the solute
is distributed between two phases. Liquid-liquid extraction from aqueous solutions is a mature area of
research for recovering both metal ions [59] and organic compounds [60]. However, the disadvantage
remaining with this technique is that usually large amounts of solvent are required, and the extracted
phase (solvent and solute) must usually be refreshed in a stripping step. The stripping costs are usually
very high, which is a clear disadvantage. It is worth noting that this disadvantage is not universal, but
depends to a large extent on the choice of the solvent. Therefore, the choice of solvent is a first and
most important consideration for an extraction process. Two desirable characteristics for a solvent are
a high capacity for the solute and a high selectivity for the solute over water [61]. These characteristics,
combined with the amount and value of the resource to be recovered, determine the economic viability
of a solvent extraction process.
3.4. Distillation
Distillation as a concept has been in use for almost 5000 years [62]. Today, traditional (thermal)
distillation is used to carry out 90–95% of all industrial separation processes [63,64] while using
almost 40% of the energy in chemical and refining processes [65]. Classical thermal distillation works
by boiling a mixture consisting of multiple components into a two phase region (both vapor and
liquid), where components with higher volatility (low boiling point) will preferentially concentrate
in the vapor phase [63]. The relationship between vapor and liquid concentration is described by
vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) data. In many industrial scale distillation units (for example methanol
recovery [66]), this separation process happens in trays or packing material where vapor flowing
upwards in a column comes into contact with liquid flowing down, where mass transfer between the
streams leads to a VLE. This is then repeated throughout the column which results in higher volatility
components concentrating at the top of the column, while lower volatility components concentrate at
the bottom [63,67,68]. In terms of operations, distillation units can be operated as continuous, batch or
semi batch processes while different types of trays and packing are also available to promote better
mass transfer.
While all distillation columns use this basic principle of thermal separation, there are situations
where special precautions or changes are required to achieve the desired separation. In situations
where the components of a mixture are sensitive to elevated pressures or have ultra-high boiling
points, vacuum distillation can be used to lower the boiling point of mixtures [69,70]. Similarly, in
situations where a mixture forms an azeotrope that makes it impossible to distill conventionally, it is
necessary to take remedial action [70]. In these situations, two columns that are set up at low pressure
and high pressure respectively can be used to shift the azeotrope around to achieve separation beyond
azeotrope concentrations. Alternatively, an entrainer can be introduced to influence the volatility of
one component in the mixture so an azeotrope no longer forms [71].
Distillation has been commonly used in bio-based production processes, including the refining of
biofuels and their derivatives [72–77]. In the area of bio-oil production, a distillation has been used
in many studies. In particular, vacuum distillation seems to be a popular choice in upgrading the
bio-oil/bio-oil residue to transport fuel [73,78,79], while other work has looked at making a range of
products from bio-oils [80]. In these examples vacuum conditions are used to lower the boiling point
of bio-oil products, while in Silvestre et al. [75] vacuum distillation was used to carry out a separation
on a heat sensitive compound. Reactive distillation is another form of distillation that is employed in
the separation of bio-based production processes [73,74,81], where reaction and distillation steps are
combined in one column.
An analysis of the available literature on distillation applications in the bio-based production
industry shows that it is applied in selected areas. However, in comparison to the widespread use of
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classical distillation in the chemicals and energy sector, bio-based production processes in fact lack the
widespread use of classical distillation. This is due to the following factors:
(1)

(2)

(3)

Some of the resources that need to be recovered from bio-based waste streams contain compounds
that cannot be boiled at reasonable temperature and pressure (e.g., phosphate). Hence, from a
practical point of view, classical distillation is not an applicable separation technology for this
class of components.
Some of the biological resources to be recovered from bio-based production streams can be heat
sensitive and would degrade at higher temperature levels. In principle vacuum distillation can
be used to recover these compounds; however, from an economic and practical point of view the
level of vacuum (reduced pressure) might be high, leading to a high operating cost, and as such
an alternative separation might be preferred.
In many bio-based separation units the resources to be recovered are dissolved in aqueous streams
and are typically present at relatively low concentrations. As such, even if the resource can be
separated using distillation, it might not be economically viable. This is because the aqueous
stream (mainly water) needs to be brought into a two-phase region (boil) to recover a relatively
small quantity of resources. Since water has a large heat capacity and heat of vaporization, this
will result in significant energy expenditure. Hence rather than employing classical distillation,
it might be more cost effective to use other methods such as membrane separation or precipitation
to recover these resources from an aqueous waste stream.

Despite these difficulties, it is important to note that distillation is a well-established reliable
technology with a large amount of research work that has been done in the past, and a wide variety
of applications, while operators and engineers are very familiar with the principles and modes of
distillation operations. Therefore, from a technical point of view, in any instance where distillation does
a satisfactory job at separating a resource from a waste stream it will be preferred over other separation
technologies, unless there is an overwhelming economic reason to switch to a different technology.
3.5. Hybrid and Intensified Processes
Development in the chemical process industry is directed toward the low energy/high throughput
separation technologies. Therefore, one way to tackle this objective is by using process intensification
and integration (PII) options where the overall cost is reduced and the sustainability of industrial
processes is improved. As defined by Stankiewicz [82], an intensified process is “any chemical
engineering development that leads to a substantially smaller, cleaner, and more energy efficient
technology”. A more elaborate definition of PI is given by Lutze et al. [83] as “a process development/
design option which focuses on improvements of a whole process by adding/enhancing of phenomena
through integration of unit operations, integration of functions, and integration of phenomena
and/or targeted enhancement of a phenomenon within an operation”. There is an increasing
interest in application of intensified and multi-functional processes in the chemical industry [84].
Several applications of process intensification principles are realized so far on an industrial scale
including reactive distillation [85] (with already over 150 industrial applications, it is one of the most
successful intensified processes on an industrial scale [71]), micro-reactors [86], rotating packed bed
reactors [87], etc.
PII can be beneficial to enhance the performance of currently available separation techniques/
processes, which is essential toward developing sustainable bio-based production processes in industry.
However, there are many ways and options to achieve PII such that a feasible and optimal solution
could be found. A disadvantage is that intensified processes possess specific and/or unique properties
that may result in a more difficult or complex operation in the presence of disturbances. This is
mainly due to the loss in degrees of freedom because of integration of unit operations, functions or
phenomena [88–91].
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4. Technology Selection, Readiness and Economics
A concise review of the available literature into the recovery of resources from bio-based waste
streams illustrates that there are multiple types of separation technologies that have been proposed.
However, the scale, maturity and applicability of these technologies differ [17,41,92]. The development
of a separation technology to be implemented for recovering a target resource from a bio-based
production waste stream is based on both the technical as well as the economic aspect of the proposal.
If the economic incentive to pursue recovering a resource is not present in current or future economic
conditions, the research would only add to the scientific knowledge. Similarly, having the economic
incentive to pursue the recovery of a target resource from a waste stream will only have economic
value on paper if a suitable separation technology cannot be developed. There are established and
industrially accepted concepts such as technology readiness level (TRL) to assess the technical aspects
of a project [93] while concepts like net present value (NPV) analysis can be used to assess the economic
aspects of a project [94]. However, from a practical point of view, the concurrent assessment of both
technical and economic aspects would allow the efficient screening of multiple solutions, which will
result in the best technologies being further developed and industrially implemented. The idea of
techno-economic evaluation is not a new concept in bio-based manufacturing. For example, in [94]
a techno-economic approach has been adapted to carry out an analysis in bio-diesel production
taking into account the market fluctuations. Others have also used techno-economics for evaluation
purposes [95,96]. However, most of this techno-economic analysis has been focused on assessing the
economic variability and uncertainty of prices while not considering the economic implications to
production due to failure of novel technology that might be developed. This is an important aspect
for any resource recovery project in the area of bio-based production as this concept is relatively new
and potential resource recovery projects will require some initial development work to be carried out.
As such, it is important to concurrently asses both the techno-economics of a project taking into account
the role of TRL. In Figure 2 a general guideline is suggested identifying key technical and economic
evaluations that should be carried out during the development of a bio-based resource recovery project.
The objective of this guideline is to systematically narrow down the number of candidate technologies
that potentially can become the best separation technology for a given resource recovery project in
a process. As such, the aspects are presented loosely in the order in which they should be assessed,
while the development of a successful project will usually result from an iterative approach.
1.

2.

Initial economic potential: is one of the key aspects that need to be assessed at an early stage of a
resource recovery project. Assessment of this aspect would require the identification of a target
resource as well as raw materials that might be required to carry out the resource recovery project.
The economic potential aspect should also include any reduction in costs that are achieved when
transforming a potential pollutant into a resource (e.g., reduction in waste treatment cost). It is
also important to investigate if the resources available in waste streams are being recovered in
a valuable form (i.e., burning an ethanol rich waste stream to produce bio energy instead of
recovering the ethanol). The general approach that can be used in this step could be simple
cash flow analysis or a discounted cash flow analysis as this provides sufficient information to
evaluate the stop go criteria.
Separation technology search: is another key aspect that needs to be carried out in the early stage
of a resource recovery project. This process begins with a literature review to identify potential
separation technologies that can be employed to recover the target resource. It is likely that there
exists more than one established recovery pathway/technology, and all of these technologies can
be further evaluated. In situations where the target resource has not been recovered previously,
a more fundamental approach needs to be taken. If a similar resource has been recovered as part
of previous research, the applicability of the technology should be investigated. This assessment
would allow an individual to get a thorough understanding of all the technologies that are
available for a given resource recovery project, which allows for an informed decision to be made.
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of a technology, ranging from TRL1, where one has to do with a basic concept, to TRL5 where
the concept has been proven in pilot scale, and finally to TRL9 where the technology has been
implemented “flight proven” [97,98]. This concept has been adopted by many other fields
including bio-manufacturing [99]. In most instances academic bioprocess development tends
to focus on TRL1 and TRL2 where conceptually an idea is tested and proven in lab scale [100].
Figure 3 shows different TRL levels that are available, and how they would apply to a resource
recovery project. However, determining the TRL of a resource recovery project can be subjective
as many separation technologies are adapted from other areas of commercial application and
are not purely developed for resource recovery, which requires engineers to make an informed
decision of the impact on the TRL of a technology with respect to a specific project. The objective
of this assessment is to narrow down the number of resource recovery solutions by understanding
and estimating TRL. In general, technologies with low levels of TRL require a large economic and
time commitment to be developed to TRL9. As such the TRL assessment will allow the screening
of technologies that are not sufficiently developed and can form a stop/go decision point for a
specific technology. The “acceptable” level of TRL for a project is subjective to any specific project,
although many investors would prefer high TRL projects.
Detailed economics: The use of TRL assessment in the previous section allows to identify a number
of possible process technology solutions that are at a sufficiently high TRL to be applied
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Detailed economics: The use of TRL assessment in the previous section allows to identify a number

Testing: Once a suitable process technology is selected it is necessary to build prototypes and to
of possible process technology solutions that are at a sufficiently high TRL to be applied
carrysuccessfully
out tests atinpilot
and full
scales toprior
confirm
the feasibility
of theand
technology
and to carry
industry.
However,
to proceeding
to testing
implementation
of a out
modifications to the process design to optimize the performance of the separation technology.
This assessment is significantly costlier than the previous assessment as it requires physical
assets to be successfully completed. As this assessment is conducted, the TRL of a separation
technology would normally increase. In addition, information generated in this assessment can
be fed back to the detailed economic assessment, as the TRL improvements of the process with
better technology/process information would reduce the inherent risk of a project. The output
of these assessments can be used to identify weaknesses in the proposed project/technology,
and can furthermore be used to set goals for the next steps and to redesign/“tweak” the process
design for better performances.
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The five step guideline introduced in this section is specifically designed to efficiently identify
resource recovery opportunities and then to systematically transform these resource recovery
opportunities into implemented projects. To this end, each step of the guideline acts to identify and
then narrow down suitable platform technologies for a given resource and waste stream combination.
In each step of this guideline, the number of solutions is expected to reduce dramatically while the
costs to complete each stage are also expected to increase significantly when moving through the
different steps of this guideline.
Examples of Resource Recovery Projects
Example 1: Whey Protein
The development process of whey protein production from dairy industry effluent (specifically
effluent from cheese production) is a good example where the key aspects illustrated in the guideline
(see Figure 4) have played an influential role in identifying and developing a separation solution into
industrial implementation. In the past, process water from cheese production was treated as a waste
and was used as a raw material in cattle feed [17]. From an economic point of view this stream contains
proteins (~700 USD/T) which could potentially be a significant source of extra income for the dairy
industry. As such, there was a significant drive to identify and develop technologies that can separate
and recover the whey protein in a valuable form [17]. However, originally there were no economically
viable and sufficiently developed (sufficiently high TRL) separation technologies capable of recovering
whey protein from dairy process water [17]. Hence, no detailed development work was carried
out on these technologies. However, with the emergence of membrane technology [105,106], these
assumptions were reassessed, where for the first time there was a technology with sufficiently high
TRL available. This led to development/adaptation of membrane technologies to recover whey protein
from dairy process water. The use of membrane technology in dairy production to recovery whey
protein has led to significant financial benefits and is now an industry standard [17,107]. This process
represents an example of a resource recovery process that has gone through all stop/go decisions and
is now industrially implemented.
Example 2: Phosphorus Recovery
Another interesting example to present is phosphorus recovery from wastewater. Numerous
studies have demonstrated that phosphorus recovery might reduce scaling problems (pipes,
pumps) [33], lower pollution levels linked to excess discharge of nutrients (N and P) in wastewater
effluents [43,108], and even produce financial gains for wastewater companies when it is sold
as fertilizer [32]. There are an increasing number of technologies capable to capture P from the
aqueous phase of anaerobic digester supernatants, sewage sludge and sewage sludge ash [109,110].
The selection of a certain technology is not an easy task and it must be evaluated on the basis of the
achieved P recovery rates, removal and destruction of potentially hazardous materials (heavy metals,
organic micropollutants and pathogens), the quality of the obtained product (environmental risk,
fertilizing effects) and process economics [111]. The latter strongly depends on (i) chemicals used for
precipitation and sludge disposal; and, (ii) downtime for cleaning unwanted struvite formed during
chemical and biological removal processes [112].
Other Examples
As another example, in second generation bio-ethanol production (from wheat straw as raw
material [113]) the platform technology used is relatively well developed with industrial scale
demonstration pilots [114]. However, considering today’s market condition, this type of projects
will fail when investigating detailed economic aspects of such technology development, which has led
to industrial scale implementation of this type of processes being halted. As such, this type of process
can potentially be implemented in future markets when fuels represent a higher value. In contrast,
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to rapidly evaluate different physical/chemical properties of substrates, products, impurities and
solvents, then to generate possible synthetic routes towards desired products and undesired impurities,
as well as to evaluate process configurations/alternatives. On the other hand, the lean production
system (LPS) approach and its possibility to minimize non-value added activities (NVAs) plays a
significant role in decreasing total costs, as well as in improving adaptability of processing plants to
quick changes of the global market. The LPS approach therefore can be a suitable approach towards
developing a sustainable economy and more environmentally friendly processes. With this general
conceptual idea in mind, Table 3 is proposed where several systematic methods are proposed to
facilitate the assessment of key aspects discussed in the previous section.
Table 3. Classification of methods for identification of suitable separation techniques for resource
recovery.
Key Aspects

Method

Description

•

Chemical and physical
property databases
Analytical/experimental procedures
Computer-aided property prediction
and molecular design (CAMD) [117]

Characterization of the chemical/physical
relationship between the solvent and resources can
be carried out using the methods listed in situations
when the solvent and/or resource do not have
chemical and physical properties that are similar to
examples found in the literature.

Process synthesis and design [118]
Thermodynamic principles [119]

In situations where the solvent and resource pair
have complex interactions and require multiple
processes to achieve separation.

Target resources

•
•

Separation
technology

•
•

Economic
Potential

Simple steady state models and
optimization tools [120]

In situations where the environmental regulations
are complex and a stream contains multiple potential
contaminants (resources) a simple steady state model
and optimization tools can be used to identify the
optimal economic potential.

Economic
Potential

Reaction pathway analysis [121]

For situations where the same resource can be
recovered in different forms using different
(combinations of) techniques

Rigorous steady state and dynamic models

The calculation of economics and the risk of
implementation (operations) will require the
construction of rigorous steady state and dynamic
models. For some separation
method/solvent/resources combinations, it will be
possible to use commercially available software.
However, for the unit operations where a model is
not available in commercial libraries, custom models
are to be developed and coupled with the existing
models in the simulators.

Knowledge-driven modelling
approaches [122]

For separation method/solvent/resources
combinations that are complicated to model due to a
lack of information, a data driven approach can be
taken in developing a rigorous model that can be
used in this task

Detailed
economics

Detailed
economics

Efforts directed towards development and application of these methodologies in the area of
resource recovery from bio-based production waste streams can potentially facilitate the development
of a comprehensive assessment framework. The benefit of such framework is to be ultimately applied
by a user as an initial screening tool and as a road map in systematically assessing and then developing
a resource recovery project in the area of bio-based production processes from conception to its
implementation. However, the development of such a framework would require the commitment of
high levels of resources from multiple academic and industrial partners.
In the PSE field, several methods exist for this and it is a very prominent area, in that product and
process design were conventionally separate problems. The four-stage process in product engineering
proposed by Cussler and Wei [123] is often solved sequentially. In product and process engineering
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there is an interest in integrating the product design (selection) and process design (manufacturing).
This is termed integrated product-process design. As with the earlier Computer-aided molecular
design (CAMD) methods, one of the first integrated product-process design methods involved the
design and use of solvents. In [124], a method for integration of solvent and separation process
design/synthesis is presented. The method, composed of seven steps, is a hybrid of mathematical
modeling and heuristics. The heuristics are applied to simplify the mathematical problem by means of
thermodynamic knowledge.
There are also academic studies where one is unsure which medium should be used to best recover
a certain resource [125,126]. In particular, the issue can be very sensitive to the choice of solvent used
for obtaining the optimal recovery. In addition, this sensitivity can extend to the process conditions
itself and even the process design decisions. Thus, it can be necessary to integrate the product-process
design problem to solve it simultaneously. As an example, the acetic acid separation from water is a
frequently studied problem, which can be efficiently solved if the liquid-liquid extraction model and
the solvent design model are solved in an integrated manner [127].
The integrated product-process synthesis and design is also of both academic and industrial
interest. Linke and Kokossis [128], proposed a framework in which, the optimal process—
including the reaction and separation process steps—is synthesized and optimal solvents are
designed simultaneously. Similar methods are discussed under product property clustering by
Solvason et al. [129], where product design is utilized in developing integrated product-process
synthesis systems. Several methods have been presented [130–132] that use the property clustering
techniques by targeting product property values that yield optimal process performance. Once the
target properties are deduced, products are generated that satisfy these. The method was extended
in the works of Kazantazi et al. [133,134] and Chemmangattuvalappil et al. [133,134]. The virtual
product-process design laboratory (VPPD-lab) is a software developed by Conte et al. [135,136].
The purpose of the software is to systematically integrate product-process design problems.
The software is template based and depending on the type of product (or here the resource to be
recovered) to be investigated, an appropriate template can be selected. The VPPD-lab has been
extended to include analysis and verification as well [137]. Further work has been made into this
software that also includes several other types of design templates [138,139]. Recent work focuses
on true integration of the two design problems, where the solution can be obtained through direct
mathematical optimization. These methods can avoid problems with combinatorial explosions, and
can be applied in situations where it is difficult to screen multiple solutions/products, due to sensitivity
between the product and process properties [14,33]. These methods also require an increased accuracy,
in particular in the area of property prediction of specialty molecules [117,140].
A holistic view of the current state of PSE illustrates there are multiple methods, concepts and
approaches that can play a pivotal role in efficiently assessing and developing resource recovery
solutions. However, to our opinion these PSE based ideas and tools would require a significant amount
of work to make these concepts usable in the assessment and development of industrial resource
recovery projects. In the next section, a SWOT analysis is performed into the general area of resource
recovery in bio-based production processes.
6. SWOT Analysis
In this section, the Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) faced by resource
recovery projects within bio-based production processes are identified. The objective of this analysis is
to provide a balanced perspective on resource recovery in bio-based production processes.
Strengths

•

As detailed in previous sections the strengths of resource recovery in the area of bio-based
production processes lies in the promise of creating economically lucrative products out of
raw materials that otherwise would have no economic value. Compared to the current state
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of operation, where the bio-based industrial waste streams are treated to meet environmental
standards, resource recovery offers an economically, environmentally and social responsible
alternative.
The platform technologies that are required to recover resources from bio-based production
streams through separation are relatively well-defined and developed for many resources (as
outlined in Section 4). As such, in general, a potential implementation of resource recovery
projects requires less effort to be spent on developing base technology.
The composition and availability of resources in the waste streams of bio-based production
processes are relatively constant for a given production process (due to stable composition of the
raw material and reactions). As such the developing of a resource recovery system for bio-based
production processes is relatively easier than developing a similar resource recovery system for
municipal wastewater, where a large variation in resources can occur.
To our opinion, the overall TRL of the technologies surveyed in Section 4 is relatively high in
comparison to other competing technologies such as bioconversion [11,12] and hydrothermal
processing [13,15]. As such, from an industrial point of view, the resource recovery through
extraction/separation can be a more established technology choice.

Weaknesses

•

•

•

•

Despite the availability of platform technologies, the actual number of resource recovery projects
implemented in practice is low. Therefore, initial pioneering resource recovery projects in the area
of bio-based production will require significant process development time
In situations where the resources available are of low value and must be converted (reacted) into
a valuable product, the path of bio-conversation or hydrothermal processing can potentially be a
better solution [11,141], rather than a straight resource recovery implementation through platform
technologies discussed in Section 3.
Difficulties in identifying applicable separation technologies for a given resource stream due to
lack of successful examples, and the lack of a supporting techno-economic framework makes it
difficult to select a suitable separation technique for a given resource stream.
Despite the availability of multiple, established platform technologies, some high value products
such as hesperidin cannot be recovered using these platform technologies. As such, all resources
that are available in the bio-based waste stream cannot always be recovered currently.

Opportunities

•

•
•
•

The development of a comprehensive framework that considers the maturity of the technology and
other underlying techno-economic aspects would allow for a structured approach for assessing
the potential impact and future value of resource recovery projects
The development of an efficient model-based screening tool to identify resource/technology pairs
would allow for an efficient identification.
The tightening environmental regulations and increasing value of resources will result in the
concept of resource recovery being economically lucrative for a larger number of applications
Development of new or adaptation of platform technologies to recover resources of high economic
value that are hard to extract from the waste streams has a significant potential.

Threats

•

Competing process technologies such as biochemical conversion [11,12] or hydrothermal
processing [15,141] can become more economically lucrative than the separation technologies
discussed in this work. There is also likelihood chance that a new technology makes a leapfrogging
discovery that would provide more lucrative economic incentives.
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From a societal (as a result of a regulation) perspective, recycling/recovering raw materials
from waste can be challenging. For example, would the society be comfortable with reusing
food ingredients that has been recovered from waste streams? However, a counter argument
can be made by referring to the whey protein example discussed previously. The concept of
Societal readiness level (SRL) can be a good yardstick in understanding and evaluating these
concerns [142].
The economic motivation to extract valuable resources from waste streams is clear. However, from
an environmental point of view, there can be situations where the establishment of operations to
recover valuable resources can have a negative environmental impact compared to wastewater
treatment. The concept of Life cycle analysis (LCA) can be one method to comprehensively
evaluate this threat.

Taking into account the SWOT analysis provided in this section, a potential issue that can
hinder development of resource recovery strategies is that industries working with specific bio-based
production processes often do not want to disclose what kind of substrates they use. Under such
circumstances, the analysis of the waste streams can reveal more about the substrates that have been
used, and therefore it can be difficult to obtain a detailed characterization of specific waste streams,
a prerequisite for the development of a resource recovery implementation. In addition, the efficient
determination of SRL can be complicated and is influenced by changes in the prevailing public opinion.
Similarly, the economics are also at the mercy of the prevailing market conditions that can change
during the course of development. Both these dynamic changes possible in SRL and economics must
be taken into account in the decision making process.
7. Future Perspectives
This work has surveyed the landscape of resource recovery from bio-based waste streams in terms
of technology and economics, while exploring and identifying methodologies and obstacles faced
when transforming a resource recovery project from a concept to an industrially implemented solution.
Table 4 contains a summary of the key separation technologies that are available for resource recovery
projects and what class of resources they can potentially recover from bio-based wastewater streams.
This table also lists the pros and cons of each separation technology and provides an estimated TRL
value for each separation technology.
With lucrative economics and availability of a vast array of separation technologies in the open
literature, one would expect bio-based production industries to design and/or retrofit bio-based
production plants with a resource recovery unit whenever possible. However, except for a handful of
applications, resource recovery units are scarcely applied nowadays in bio-based production industries.
For example, whey protein from dairy industry, phosphorus recovery and energy recovery in form
of biogas production. The bio-based industry could take the dairy industry as an example, when
it comes to extracting value out of waste streams originating from its processes. We are convinced
that the bio-based industry can potentially yield several successful implementations of resource
recovery examples (as identified in Table 1) that are as lucrative as the whey processing in the dairy
industry [17]. As such, resource recovery from bio-based production processes should be a high
priority in the forthcoming years. However, the realization of these potentials can be challenging
and complicated.
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Table 4. Pros and cons of current separation technology applicable to resource recovery from bio-based waste streams.
Technology

Pros

Distillation

•
•
•
•

Well established technology
Simple process with no moving parts
Can be intensified if necessary
Robust and requires little physical maintenance

Membranes

•
•

Energy efficient (especially for aqueous streams)
Different types of membranes allow for
operation in different solvent streams

Precipitation

•
•

Extremely energy efficient
Allows for targeted resource recovery when
multiple undesirable resources are also available

•
Extraction

•
•
•

Hybrid Processes

•

Cons

Class of Resources

TRL

•

Energy intensive (especially for
aqueous streams)
Cannot recover resources in solid form

Any resource that has a
reasonable boiling point
(e.g., acids, alcohols, aldehydes)

High TRL

•
•
•

Requires routine maintenance
Works better when separating solid resources
Many membranes have low separation
selectivity (Recover all similar resources,
targeted and non-targeted ones)

Ideal for solid resources when
the stream contains all relevant
resources (e.g., salts,
phosphates)

Medium-High TRL

•
•

Requires the use of costly chemicals
Requires large inventories to be held and can
take considerable time
Requires post treatment to remove chemicals
used in the separation process

Ideal for recovering specific
resources and resources that are
hard to concentrate using
membranes

Medium-High TRL

•

•

Can target and recover resources dissolved in
water or another solvent
Can be intensified
Relatively robust

•

Requires the use of chemicals as an entrainer

Ideal for recovering hard to
distil molecules

High TRL

Can be the most comprehensive form of
resource recovery
Can be designed to recover resources at
optimal quality

•
•
•

Requires detailed design
Might require substantial experimental work
Can be costly to build

Ideal for complex process
streams with multiple valuable
compounds that need to
be recovered.

Medium TRL
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8. Conclusions
It is clear that in the end, the establishment of a resource recovery unit on a production plant
will depend on local factors specific to the particular plant. However, in order to promote increased
future implementation of resource recovery operations, more focus should be on developing easy
to use generic frameworks and model-based methodologies and computer-aided tools that can be
used for rapid identification and evaluation of promising separation techniques that will work on
recovering target resources from a particular waste stream. To achieve this objective in a relatively
short timeframe, an international effort is required, where it will be necessary to conduct an exhaustive
literature search combined with carrying out experiments to collect the following information:

•
•
•

•

A mapping of resources that are present in typical waste streams from bio-based production
processes;
The media and the state in which the resource is contained in the bio-based waste stream;
Type of separation techniques that have been used and/or may potentially be used in order
to separate a particular resource from a particular stream (not limited to waste streams from
bio-based production processes);
Knowledge of how the presence of other components affects the performance of a particular
separation technique when applying such a technique for resource recovery.

Once properly mapped, resources and solvents can then be categorized into areas of similar
chemical and physical properties. The literature/experimental information on separation techniques
will be used to identify key separation techniques and their characteristics that can be applied to
separate a particular category of resources from a particular category of waste streams. This information
can then help to narrow down potential separation techniques that might be applicable, based only on
knowledge about the category of resource and the waste stream. This will then again allow for a more
intensified and focused development, and will help streamline the development of a concept into an
implemented resource recovery solution.
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